Learning Today For
A Better Tomorrow…
Long Branch Elementary
First Grade: Mrs.Norris/Mrs. Chavis

November 13, 2017
This Week’s Assignments

Reading/Language Arts- RF1.2a Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.

W1.1- Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book they are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason for the opinion, and provide some sense of closure.

Math- 1.NBT.3-Compare two two-digit numbers based on meanings of the tens and ones digits, recording the results of comparisons with the symbols >, =, and <.

Science- 1.E.1.1 Recognize the features and patterns of the earth/moon/sun system as observed from Earth.

Social Studies- 1.E.1.2 Identify examples of goods and services in the home, school and community.

HOMEWORK

Monday Write Spelling words 3 times each. READ Book in Bag. READ AR (Library) book(Log it onto Reading Log); STUDY for spelling test…

Tuesday Complete assigned Math activity; READ AR (Library) book; READ Book in a Bag (Log it onto Reading Log); STUDY for spelling test…

Wednesday Write sentences with 5 spelling words; READ the Book in a Bag (Log it onto Reading Log) ; READ AR book and STUDY for spelling test…

Thursday Complete assigned Math activity; Read AR (Library) Book; Study spelling and vocabulary words

Friday SPELLING TEST & VOCABULARY TEST

.....Vocabulary Words are taught/reviewed at school…

COMPLETE AR BOOK AND QUESTIONS IN THE BAG BY FRIDAY!!!

Dates to Remember

November 14-20 Book Fair
November 22-24 Thanksgiving Break (No School)

Spelling Words

Unit 10
bell
will
puff
miss
hiss
huff
pass
sell
cuff
kiss